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MODULAR BENCH
The ideal work bench for cutting 
and processing large format slabs.

Two sided telescopic extensions 
available as accessories. 
One extension to widen the table, 
another to lengthen.
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TCLFWB

Steel structure with a work area made 
of anodized aluminum profiles which 
guarantee sturdiness and stability.

Legs are adjustable and contain rubber 
feet for perfect level and stability.

Easy to set up bench.
Work dimensions of 3’ x 6’ (91 cm x 182 cm)
Height: 32 ¾” (83 cm)
Maximum load of 331lbs (150 kg.)

EXTENSION

TCWBSE5 widens the work 
bench. 

Widen up to 59" (1,5 m)
15.4 lbs. (7 kg.)

LENGTHEN

Lengthen one work bench 
by adding the TCWBSEP 
on either sides. Or second 
work bench can be added.

Lengthen to 12" (30 cm)
15.4 lbs. (7 kg.)

HOLDERS

TCWBPC Holders can be 
secured on the work bench 
for optimal working capacity.

Two (2) available in a set. 
1.3 lbs (0,6 kg.)
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SUPPORTS

TCWBSS strip suppor system 
to mount on work bench.

2.2 lbs (1 kg.)
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DOUBLE

The bench can be entended by doubling 
it.  Attach a second bench, now you are 
able to use a bench of 12ft. (3,5 m).

LENGTHEN

Lengthen the bench with the TCWBSEP 
extensions, can be mounted on either 
side of the bench for up to 30cm (12") 
on each side. Lenghtens the work 
aread from 6’ to 8’ (1,80m to 2,40 m).

WIDEN

Widen the bench with the TCWBSE5 
extenstion, can be mounted on the 
front of the bench for a maximum 
of 150cm (59") Widens bench  from 3’ 
to 5’ (90cm to 1m 50cm).

TOOLING

Use individual tooling on the bench 
and its extensions. The light-weight 
yet sturdy structure will hold the tile 
in place and help with precision cuts.

SUPPORT

This pair of holders can be added 
to the bench on either long-edge of 
the bench for added support and hold.

CLAMPING

The tile holders use a gravity tension 
holding mechanism. Just clamp the 
circular end onto the tile and fasten 
by pushing the red handle down. 

Using the Cutting-Unit with plunge 
cut a precise cut can be achieved 
on the bench and its extensions. 
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SQUARE KIT

Kit made up of two (2) squares 
equipped with tile holders. 
Two (2) stand alone tile holders 
for the work bench.

TCWBSQKIT 

90° GLUING KIT

Gluing kit for work bench.
New accessories for the Modular Work 
Bench. Used for step and counter top  
projects which are made by cutting 
tile/slabs at a 45° angle.

Assembles the exact steps and counter 
top needed and reduces the work time.

TCWB90GK includes: length A (59")
           riser B (8") 
           tread C 

A

B
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